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Abstract 

Diphoton radiation OB strongly interacting matter resulting from ultrarelativistic heavy-ion 

collisions is estimated for SPS and RHIC conditions. At SPS energies the thermal diphoton 

signal competes strongly with the Dreli - Yan like background. For given charged-particle 

rapidity density a scenario with deconfinement transition predicts a larger diphoton yield than 

a scenario ivithout phase transition. For RHIC energies we find that radiation from initially 

undersaturated (but gluon-rich) deconfined matter overwhelms the hadron gas and the Drell - 
Yan like diphotons in the invariant mass window 1 < iW < 2.5 GeV. Due t a  this the so-called ML 

scaling is approximately obtained and can serve as additiorial tool fsr discriminating radiation 

from quark-gluon matter. 

PACS: 25.75.+r; 12.3S.Mh; 24.S5.i-p 



~ 1 Introduction 

Electromagnetic signals (leptons and photons) can leave nearly undisturbed a finite system 

of strongly interacting matter. Therefore, despite of the low production Cross sections, 

the dileptons and photons are considered as useful probes of the dynamics of heavy-ion 

collisions. It is expected that the electromagnetic radiation of highly excited matter, 

produced in high-energy nuclear collisions, can be sensitive to the deconfinement or chiral 

symmetry restoration phase transition. The recent dilepton and photon experiments 

at CERN-SPS [I, 2, 31 have triggered an avalanche of interpretations [4, 5, 6, 7, 81. 

It is conceivable that the soft dilepton enhancement measured recently by the CERES 

collaboration 11, 21 could already signal the remnant of chiral symmetry restoration [5, 61. 

It is, however, not excluded that other more conventional mechanisms could also be 

important here [8]. 

In the present work we would like to put ~art icular  attention for another electromag- 

netic probe of s trongl~ interacting matter, namely diphotons. Such photon pairs are in 

many respects similar to dileptons. As it has been emphasized in ref. [9], the diphotons 

exhibit the appealing feature that, at gi.ven temperature, their emission rate in the decon- 

fined phase is stronger than the rate in a hadron gas. However, in the simplified Bjorken 

scenaria this advantage does not become operative due to the very long life time of the 

hadron stage after hadronization of ini tially deconfined thermalized matter [10]. In the 

mean time the importance of the transverse expansion, which shortens the life time of 

the hadron stage, has been recognized [ l l ,  12, 131. In this line, refs. [14, 151 advocate 

diphotons still as useful as dileptons. In addition, for very high beam energies, envisaged 

a t  RHIC and LHC, the various transport codes predict rather fast thermalization of par- 

ton matter, however, this parton matter is Iikely to be far from chemical equilibrium and 

undersaturated [16, 171. Particle production processes via inelastic reactions also shorten 

the total life time of the thermalized matter. Ac new aspect one has further to recall that 

recent &CD lattice results [l8] show an equation of state with much less latent heat at 

deconfinement than esti~nated within the bag model. 

It seems therefore worthwhile to recansider the diphoton rates within a hydrodynam- 

ical evolution scenario for thermalized matter which includes chemical equilibration pro- 

cesses on the parton leveI and transverse expansion, and which is capable to handle also 

an equation of state with reduced latent heat and a realistic~description of the hadronic 

matter. 



In this respect we also remember that the CERES and WA80/93/98 collaborations at 

CERN measure with detector systems which can provide us interesting diphoton data. 

The discrimination of background from n0 and q0 and other hadronic decays could pro- 

ceed by the well-probed strategy as utilized in searches for direct diphotons in hadronic 

reactions [19]. 

Here we focus on the invariant mass spectra above 1 GeV (thus excluding light particle 

decay contributions) and analyze both the invariant mass and the transverse momentum 

spectra of photon pairs. It should be stressed that the elementary cross sections which we 

employ allow also for the calculation of relative momentum spectra. Such spectra include 

the proper symmetrization of the 2-photon wave function and might be considered as 

useful examples for intensity interferometry [20]. We plan to address the capability of 

this approach to the Hanbury-Brown - Twiss effect in a separate work. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the diphoton cross sections. 

The space time evolution of thermalized matter and the corresponding diphoton rates are 

presented in section 3. The spectra are displayed in section 4 for SPS and RHIC energies. 

The discussion and the Summary can be found in section 5. 

2 Diphoton cross sections 

Earlier estimates of diphoton emission from equilibrium quark-gluon plasma 19, 10, 14, 

15, 211 have considered only the lowest-order electromagnetic fusion process qij --+ yy. In 

a chemical off-equilibrium (i.e., gluon-enriched and quark - anti-quark undersaturated) 

plasma the process gg -t yy can become as well important, thus it will be included in 

our'consideration. The rate of diphoton production per space-time volume and four- 

momentum of the pair can be obtained within kinetic theory as 

where the four-momentum is Q p  = (MlchY, MLshY, CL) with ]WL = Jmi as trans- 

Verse mass and M as invariant mass of ttie yy pair. The quantities f,(pa, X )  denote tbe 

parton (quark, anti-quark, gluon) distribution functions of species a with four-momentuni 

p$ = (E„&). The relative velocity of tlie incoming partons reads zp = M / d m .  The 

index i specifies the yy production process with corresponding cross section di3. 

For massless partons the cross sections di) in eq* (1) are infrared divergent. F o ~  an 

equilibrium quark-glaion plasma the resurnation techniquc of Braateli and Picasski caa 



be applied to regularize the rate (I),  as done, e.g., in refs. [22, 231 for the single photon 

rate arid in ref. 1211 for the diphoton rate. For a chemical off-equilibrium plasma and for 

arbitrary invariant masses this problem requires further separate investigations since the 

Braaten - Pisarski technique can not be applied directly for the chemical non-equilibrium 

momentum distribution [24]. Otherwise, many-body effects in the QCD plasma certainly 

give rise to the appearance of a finite effective thermal parton mass which can account 

also for non-perturbative effects 1251. Such an effective mass can play a röle of a cut-off 

parameter k, which acts as regulator of the cross sections di). We ernploy for our purposes 

a suggestion of refs. [23, 241 and take kz = 2m&(T) with m&(T) = :(Xg + $,Xq)~~,T2 

[17] being the thermal quark mass. The parton fugacities X, = XqYqtg measure the degree 

of phase space saturation. Here, charge symmetry is explicitly assumed, i.e., Aq = Xp. In 

chemical equilibrium the fugacities become X, = 1 and the phase space is fully saturated. 

Inserting this cut-off parameter kz in the t channel scattering diagrams one yields for 

kC « &I2 

ivhere s = M2, LI = 1/137, Nc = 3 is the numbers of colors, Cq e: = for u,d quarks, 

and the strong coupling constant cr, = 0.3 is employed in our calculations. The differential 

cross section ( d ~ / d t ) g g ' ~ ~  in the order a2az is taken from ref. [2611, with the corresponding 

additional factors related to the summation over initial color and spin states and $ to avoid 

a double counting in the entrance channel. 

The cross section ~99'77 differs from the vacuum cross section aq7" 19, 101 and the ad 
m q  

hoc regularized one o$TY [15] as well as from the properly regularized one ap*7Y [21] in 

case of full phase space saturation. It  turns out that aq"77 q + ~ f  > &'77 > D:'". 
rn: > 

A comparison of the cross section oq@""YY with uqp-'yy 
O, and a$q*Y7 is displayed in fig. 1 for 

various temperatures. As can be observed in fig. 1 the Cross sections differ substantially 

at smaller invariant mass, in particular a t  high tcmperaturc, while for larger values of 

M the differente becomcs moderate. Note that ~rq"77 depcndS also on the fugacities 

'Eq. (7.153) with a correctiori in line 6 for a rnisprint to presefve the i +, symmctry. 



via the cut-off Parameter k,: Phase space undersaturation diminishes the screening arid 

causes an increase relative to CTY-'~, i.e., at  high temperatures and small values of 

the suppression due to screening will not be so strong as displayed in figs. l b  and C. The 

cross section aq4-Y7 is larger by a factor 15 - 25 than ~ g g ' ~ ~ ,  see fig. 1. Nevertheless, 

since initially X, N $Xg is predicted in many models [16, 171 for RHIC conditions, one 

expects that the gluon fusion process might be as important as the quark annihilation. 

We restrict our discussion only to high-energy diphotons with energy E = Q P u p  » T 

and utilize the Boltzmann approximation for all partons, i.e., 

where u P  represents the flow four-velocity. Thi,s implies that the partons are assumed to  

be in thermal but not necessarily in chemical equilibrium. Integration over the momenta 

of the incoming particles in eq. (1) with the rnomentum distribution function (4) yields 

then for the diphoton rate from parton matter 

The emissivity of deconfined matter due to the different parton reactions can be charac- 

terized by the rate as a function of the invariant mass 

where X = X, for quark annihilation processes with di) = ~~4'77, and X = X, for gluon 

fusion with C(') = ngg'77; K1 is here the modified Bessel function. The  corresponding 

rates are displayed in figs.' 2a and b for X, = $Xg. Indeed, the gluon fusion process is 

a dominating source of yy pairs under such conditions. In particular, at small values 

of M the gluon process tends to compensate the reduced (by screeriing) quark flsion 

yield and brings the rates near to the naive estimates which rely on the vacuum cross 

section. The cross section crF-7Y and the corresponding rate calculated in ref. [21] can 

not be extrapolated to too low invariant mass because it was obtairied under the condition 

114 > T. Otherwise, we are interested in the region just above M = 1 GeV which has the 

best chances to be experinientally accessible and becausc a t  essentially larper irivariant 

inass the Drell - Yan like process ultirnately dominates. Therefore we pscfer to employ in 

the preserit a q p T Y .  

The diphoton emission rate from the hadron gas can bc expressed in clocc arialopy to 

eq. (5) as 



where the hadron cross section of the reaction n'n- -t yy within the approximation 

M2 » rn; reads 
4na2 4m: 1M2 

ghad(M2) = -[l - - ln{T}] 
M2 M2 m, 

(arid analogously for the I'' K- annihilation channel). This cross section results in 

ghad(M2) M2 N 6 .  10-4 at M > 1 GeV. Since at high enough temperature the quark 

fusion cross section is much larger than the pion annihilation channel, one originally ex- 

pected [9] that the diphoton signal is more useful for the deconfinement diagnostic than 

the corresponding dilepton signal. However, as mentioned in ref. [21] this advantages is 

diminished due to Screening. The contribution of the I<+Ii'- channel is found to be small 

[15), thus it can not change the above conclusions. 

3 Space-t ime evolution and diphoton yields 

Until now we have analyzed the yy rate per space-time volume and invariant mass. In 

heavy-ion collisions, however, the thermal medium is not a static object but rather under- 

goes space-time evolution. Thus one still needs to integrate the rates in eqs. (1,4,5) over 

the history of the collision. We adopt in our considerations the hydrodynamical model for 

the evolution of thermalized matter as described in refs. [ll, 121. In this model the trans- 

Verse expansion is superimposed on scale-invariant longitudinal expansion; the former one 

is dealt with our global hydrodynamics [ll] ,  where ul = ( [ d R l d r ]  R)T and UL = V L ~ L  

hold. Since deconfined matter is predicted to be created in a chemical off-equilibrium 

state [16] a t  RHIC energies we follow the evolution of thermalized matter by means of 

local rate equations. We assume such a fast equilibration that at confinement temperature 

the chemical equilibrium is reached, and we employ the Standard procedure to follow the 

confinement transition of hadronizing matter. It is assumed that the contributions from 

the hadronic decays after freeze-out can be subtracted from experimental spectra (e-g., 

by invariant mass cuts), so this component is not included in our model. 

The Aow velocity in our approach reads 

2 -1/2 = Y L ( C ~ :  shq, CL), yI = (1 - q) , (9) 

~ I i i c h  gives the diphoton energy E = Qitu,, = I~17LCh(Y - V) - qIyLvl cos #, where 4 is 
Llie angle betmeen the diphoton morncntum 6 arid the I~~drodynamical flow velocity CI 

in the trarisverse direction. Thc space-tinle voIume is d4z = T ~ T  rdr dodq; therefore, the 



space-time integrated rate can be mitten as 

where X is the actual relative weight of deconfined matter (i.e., 1 and 0 in the deconfined 

and confined phase, respectively, and 0 < X < 1 in the mixed phase). 16 and I. are 

modified Bessel functions. The numerical integration in eq. (10) is based on the hydro- 

dynamical scheme [ll, 121 discussed above. Integrating the rate (10) over ql we get the 

invariant mass spectrum 

with {. . .) as in eq. (10). 
d N g '  

The Drell - Yan like background is estimated with Duke - Owens structure 

functions, set 1.1 with K factor 2, by replacing the dilepton cross sections (CF. [12, 271) by 
d ~ y  

the free diphoton cross sections [10]. The calculation of is reliable only for large 

enough invariant masses. We are going to extrapolate down to have an estimate of a 

possible background which competes with the thermal source. For a recent discussion of 

the Drell - Yan process we refer to [28]. 

4 Spectra of diphotons 

We present our results for the yy spectra assuming initial conditions for the thermalized 

era which are appropriate for Pb $ Pb at SPS and RI-IIC energies. In both cases the 

initial transverse radius is & = 7 fm, corresponding to mass nu~nbers in the region at 

A N 200. The initial transverse velocity is V: = 0, whereas the freeze-out is assumed 

to happen at Tf... = 120 MeV. A possible baryon chemical potential is rieglected. Tbe 

deconfinement temperature is fixed a t  Tc = 169 MeV. 

4.1 Diphoton yield for SPS energies 

I h r e  we assume thc Standard initial time of the thermalizcct era, i.c. ro = 1 fnlJc. Wr 

are going to consider two very different scenarios of thc matter evolution: onc with arid 

another without dcconfinement phase transition. In thc first sccnario f 1) we crnploy the 



Standard bag model equation of state with massless pions below Tc. The usual estimate 

of the initial entropy density so = f ( d l V , h / d ~ ) / ( O . 2 7 7 i g ~ o )  yields To = 191 MeV because 

s(T)  = $%7r2T3; we rely here on the CERES average d N c h / d Y  N 410. Since the initial 

time is poorly constrained and might fluctuate as d N c h / d Y  fluctuates as well we also use 

T. = 250 MeV for this scenario. This latter initial temperature should be considered 

as an (extreme) upper bound and is motivated formally to check the sensitivity of our 

results against variations of To. In all these estimates we have assumed full phase space 

saturation, i.e. X , ,  = 1. 

The other scenario (11) is based on a model equation of state for an ideal hadron gas 

mixture of the first 100 lightest hadrons. This results for the charged-particle rapidity 

density of 410 in T. = 204 MeV, which might be considered as still acceptable value for 

purely hadronic matter. This temperature corresponds to a particle density of 1.8 fm-3. 

A massless pion gas would yield T. = 442 MeV, while the inclusion of massive n, p ,  W ,  7 

gives 310 MeV [15];  such exotically superheated hadronic matter is far non-realistic. The 

upper limit of the initial temperature of 250 MeV in the above scenario I translates into 

T. = 228 MeV for scenario 11. 

It is worthwhile to notice that the Scenario I represents an extreme possibility of 

modeling the deconfinement transi tion: It povides the maximum contribution from t he 

hadron stage to the diphoton spectrum at M > 1 GeV due to the large latent heat which 

gives rise to a long-living mixed phase. Another model equation of state with reduced 

latent heat a t  fixed Tc would result in a smaller contribution from the hadron stage. 

Accordingly we do not intend to combine the bag model with the resonance gas. The 

scenario I1 is opposite to I in the sense that it does not possess a phase transition at all. 

Neglecting the  baryo-chemical potential is certainly some approximation for SPS 

energies. Nevertheless, the measured relative abundances of mesons to baryons is 

#mes/#* 5 in the central region at SPS energies, thus the above assumption can still 

be suitable. Furthermore, the Suppression of the diphoton production from deconfined 

matter due to  the  finite baryon charge [29, 301 is estimated to leave essentially unchanged 

our conclusions. 

In fig. 3 we present our main results on the diphoton spectra for thc two scenarios I 

and I1 described above. The slopes of tlie invariant mass spectra arc rather simiIar in both 

cases. This refiects the approximately equal initial temperaturcs of the deconfined matter 

and tlie resonance gas at iixed final ~ h a r ~ d - ~ ~ ~ t i c l e  multiplicity. Thc different yields for 

scenarios I and I1 can be traccd back to the different diphoton Cross scctions (see fit;s- la 



and b) and different life times. It turns out that the contribution from the long-living 

mixed phase in scenario I dominates the yield (cf. [31] for the analog effect for dileptons). 

For a more realistic model with reduced latent heat the life time of the mixed phase is 

shortened and correspondingly the yield is decreased towards the yield in our secenario 11. 

Therefore, the increase by a factor 3 - 5 of the yield due to the deconfinement transition 

in scenario I, as compared to the resonance gas yield, is not so large to be considered as 

Safe effect which might help to  discriminate experimentally deconfined matter. 

One can observe in fig. 3 that the down-extrapolated Drell - Yan like background 

dominates at  M > 1.5 GeV. This makes the identification of a signal from thermalized 

matter (independent of the onset of deconfinement) difficult, at  least when using only the 

invariant mass spectra of diphotons. Probably more delicate characteristics like angular 

or relative momentum correlations of photon pairs could help here. 

This conclusion is not changed even if we compare the both scenarios I and 11 for the 

above mentioned higher initial temperatures, see fig. 4. The situation looks somewhat 

more favorable for the thermal signal, in particular when assuming deconfinement. As 

mentioned above, however, it seems questionable that such high-multiplicity events, which 

are attributable to  these large values of T. employed in fig. 4, can be really found at SPS 

energies. 

4.2 Diphoton yields for RHIC energies 

Our set of initial conditions appropriate for RHIC energies is characterized by the time 

TO = 0.32 fm/c, temperature T. = 550 MeV, gluon fugacity X: = 0.5, quark fugacity 

X: = $Xi ,  The most prominent feature here is the phase space undersaturation; its actual 

value, however, is not well established. Earlier predictions gave much smaller values 

[16, 171, while most recent HIJING-based estimates [32] point to the values of X:, used 

here. 

We utilize here again the bag model equation of state in the deconfined phase. The 

hadronic part is rnodelled as massless ideal gas with 3 or 6-68 1121 effective degrees of 

freedom. The increased number of degrees of freedom 6.6s is airned at a check of the 

reduced latent iieat (sce ref. [12] for details), which is dimiriislied by 3% in cornparison 

with the staridard Lag model with 3 rnassless pions. Such a reduced latent heat is iri linc 

with recent latticc calcuIations near T, [lS]. 

In fit;. 5 the invariant mass spectra arc displayed for various diphoton sources. %'C 



e m p l o ~  here the equation of state with reduced latent heat. As can be observed in fig. 5 

the thermal spectrum at M > 1 GeV is dominated by the quark fusion process. Around 

iM = 1 GeV the pion annihilation can contribute noticeably to the total yield. The 

relative contribution of the gluon fusion process to the overall diphoton yield depends on 

the chemical equilibration velocity; for the fast equilibration employed here we estimate 

at rM = 1 - 3 (3 - 5 )  GeV roughly 10 (30)% from gluon fusion. Therefore, due to 

the assumed rapid chemical equilibration the gluon channel does not play an important 

rde. (Only a t  very large values of M > 10 GeV the glucm contribution is as large as 

the quark annihilation process.) At M = 1 - 3 GeV the gluon channel could become 

significant if the chemical equilibration would ~roceed extremely slowly so that up to T, 

the relation X, = $X, would be valid. In our model, however, we assume fast equilibration 

and the difference between X, and X, is rapidly diminished. We mention that the down- 

extrapolated Drell - Yan like process dominates over the thermal yield at M > 2.3 GeV. 

If we use the standard bag model equation of state with a massless pion gas below Tc, 

the crossing of the Drell - Yan yield and the thermal yieid does not change noticeably, 

however, the hadron contribution then becomes the main source at Ag < 1.2 GeV due to 

the longer stay of the thermal medium at Tc. 

The dominance of the diphoton radiation off deconfined matter implies the fVfL scal- 

ing, i.e., the independence of dlV/dML dq: d Y  on q l  at fixed M.L [12, 331. Due to the 

logarithmic dependence of the scaled Cross sections d i ) ( M 2 )  M2 in the high invariant 

mass region, there appears' only a weak violation of the Ml scaling of diphotons from 

deconfined matter. As shown in fig. 6a the ML scaling is nicely obtained in a wide re- 

gion of q l  at transverse mass ML = 2.6 GeV because of a dominant contribution from 

deconfined matter. As demonstrated for dileptons [I21 the s tandard bag model equation 

of state causes a sizeable transverse expansion of hadronic matter (due to the large latent 

heat which allows for a longer life time of the systern). This might violate the A i L  scaling 

in the smalI M region, where the hadron source becomes dominating (see fig. 6b). The 

 MI scaling might therefore serve as useful tool to check whether deconfined matter shines 

out. A strong violation in the region ql -t M can also be exploited as signal of collectivc 

transverse cxpansion. 



5 Discussion and summary 

In summary we present estimates of the diphoton spectra from thermalized matter which 

is expected to  result in central collisions of lead nuclei at  SPS and RHIC energies. At SPS 

energies we explore two different scenarios: with and without deconfinement transition. 

While for the first one we utilize the standard bag model equation of state, we model 

in the second one a hadron gas as mixture of ideal gases of the 100 lightest hadrons 

and resonances. For both scenarios we get rather similar slopes of the diphoton spectra, 

reflecting approximately the Same initial temperature of the hot matter, and an increase 

of the yield due to deconfinement effects. These conclusions are in contrast to  previous 

considerations in ref. 1151, where extremely high temperatures of the hadron gas are 

obtained. Unfortunately, a chance to observe thermalized matter at  SPS energies by 

using the diphoton invariant mass spectra alone turns out to be rather small. This is 

mostly due t o  the Drell - Yan like process which dominates the rate down to M = 1.5 

GeV. In this region also soft processes and hadron decays might become significant which 

need separate consideration. 

For RHIC energies our dynamical model includes the chernical equilibration process in 

the initially gluon-rich parton matter. We find that there seems to be a favorable wiridow 

in the diphoton spectra below M = 2.5 GeV where deconfined matter can possibly be Seen. 

This result can be confirmed by the ML scaling behavior which can serve as signal for a 

significant contribution from deconfined matter which does not undergo strong transversc 

expansion. 

We do not include in our analysis pre-equilibrium contributions [34, 353; due to  strong 

correlations of phase space and space-time of initial partons it is expected to  be less 

important 1361, 

The  experimental analysis of diphoton spectra might serve as complementary to the 

dilepton and single-photon spectra to understand the dynaniics of strongly interacting 

matter in the Course of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. However, the discrimination 

of competing background from Drell - Yan likc production and uricorrelated pairs is xieeded 

and represents a difficult task. Wc expect that the spccific angular dependencc 1371 and 

relative mornentuni spectra can incrcase the abilitics to seiect the wanted sigrlal from 

therrnalized matter. Dcspite the fact that diphotons a t  .\I 2, 1 GeV arc probably hard 

to measure, they reprcsent an interesting tool to tcst tfierriializatisn and it is cxpccted 

that the observation of 7-f pairs can shed somc light on cIiiral sy~nmetry rcstoration arid 



deconfinement effects in heavy-ion collisions. 
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Fig. ia  

Fig. l b  



Fig. l c  
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Fig. 1: Dinlensionless scaled diphoton Cross sections dcscribeci in  ttie text (I: crqfH7", 

2: @-?Y, 3: qq4YY, 4: ag-tyy) as function of the invariant mass at v i~r i~us  temperaturcs 
5720 ,  

(a: T = 150 MeV, b: T = 250 MeV, C: T = 500 hleV). Curves 1 and I rely on full phasc 

space saturation, i.e., X,, = 1. 



Fig. 2a 
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Fig. 2b 

Fig. 2: The diphoton rates eq. (6) as function of the invariant mass for two temper- 

atures (a: T = 250 MeV, b: T = 500 MeV) and X, = 0.5 and X, = $X, (the meaning of 

the curves is as in fig. 1). 



M [Ge V] 

Fig. 3: Invariant mass spectra (total thermal yields) of diphotons for the scenarios 

I (standard bag model) and I1 (resonance gas). The initial temperatures correspond to 

the charged-particle rapidity density dNCh/dY = 410 or initial entropy density so = 0.11 

GeV3. The down-extrapolated Drell - Yan like yield for fi = 20 GeV is scaled by 2004i3. 

M [Ge V] 

Fig. 4: The Same as in fig. 3, but for higher initial temperatures tvhich correspond to 

s(To) = 0.25 GeV3. The individual contributionc (including pure and mixed phascs) for 

Scenario I are displaycd scparately. Thc Drell - Yan like yieid is as in fig. 3. 
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F I - total 

M [Ge V] 

Fig. 5: Invariant mass spectrum of diphotons for T. = 550 MeV and X i  = 0.5. The 

down-extrapolated Drell - Yan like yield for JS = 200 GeV is scaled by 2OO4I3. 



Fig. 6a 

Fig. Gb 

Fig, 6: Transverse momenturn spcctrurn of dipfiototis for ILIIIC coriditions for trans- 

Verse pair mass ML = 2.6 GeV (a: cquation of state with rediiced latent h a t ,  b: staridard 

bag model equatioii of state). Xotatioii and initial conditions ns Ior fig. 5.  
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